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Raysun TPL-5/6, -10
LED/Xenon Powerful Tactical Flashlight

Raysun TPL-5 (LED)
Raysun TPL-6 (Xenon)

Raysun TPL-10 (LED)

5 steps of light modes (TPL-5 only):
Strong, Medium, Weak, Fast-flashing and
SOS signal.
Front-end features crenellated bezel to be
used as a breaker or self-defense tool.
Attaches to the weapon with Picatinny rail
mount.
Endurable, reinforced light aluminum alloy,
can be fully immersed into water, water-proof
grade IP-66.
Coupling with optional reinforced PC “Traffic
command baton” for traffic commanding as
well as for self-defense purpose.

4 light modes:
Strong, Medium, Weak, and Fast-flashing.
Super illuminating 10W CREE LED chip.
ThermoflowTM patented heat dissipation
structure to extend life-time effectively.
Can be attached to the weapon with Picatinny
rail mount.
Endurable, reinforced light aluminum alloy,
water-proof grade IP-x4.

Combine with any
weapon by Picatinny
rail mount

Coupling with
optional reinforced
PC “Traffic
command baton”

 Specifications:
Mode

TPL-5

TPL-6

TPL-10

Outer
constructed material

Reinforced aeronautic aluminum alloy 6061-T6 material with military standard TYPE III and hard anodizing

Dimension

Length: 144, diameter: Ø34 (mm)

Length: 243, diameter: Ø58.3 (mm)
Handle: 26.7 (mm)

Weight

Below 175g (with batteries)

Below 380g (with batteries)

Power/control switch

Power button positions on the rear end,
5 switchable light modes (TPL-5 only): Strong, Medium,
Weak, Fast-flashing and SOS Morse code.

2 Power buttons position both on the handle and rear end.
4 switchable light modes: Strong, Medium, Weak, and
Fast-flashing.

Light chip/lamp

CREE MC-E 5W LED
luminous chip, life-time up
to 20,000 hours above

CREE MC-E 10W LED luminous chip, life-time up to 20,000
hours above

Xenon lamp, life-time up to
200 hours above

Illuminating intensity

5,000 Lux @ Parallel light axis to 1M

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Power supply

Rechargeable or CR-123A battery, continuously light up to
120 minutes above under strong light mode

18650 industrial rechargeable battery, continuously light up to
120 minutes above under strong light mode

Protection level

Immersed water-proof, IP-66

IP-x4

 Standard package:
(1) TPL-5/-6 flashlight
(2) Nylon belt carrying bag
(3) Hand strap

 Standard package:
(1) TPL-10 flashlight (with battery)
(2) Water-proof hard carrying case
(3) AC charger
(4) Vehicle DC charger
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(5) Hand strap

Standard package &
optional accessory
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Max. output luminance: 900 lumens
Parallel light axis intensity/range:
1M: 13,600Lux above／20cm
2M: 3,720Lux above／40cm
3M: 16,00Lux above／70cm
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 Optional accessories:
(1) 1913 Picatinny rail mount
(2) Reinforced PC Traffic command baton
(3) CR-123A rechargeable battery x 2 + charger
We reserve the right to vary, modify or improve any specification
and/or design at any time without prior notice.
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 Optional accessories:
1913 Picatinny rail mount
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